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AGENDA REPORT
Public Hearing | Action
April 8, 2019
TO:

Commissioners

FROM:

Keene Simonds, Executive Officer
Robert Barry, Chief Policy Analyst

SUBJECT:

Proposed “Wyman Service Agreement” and Sphere Amendment |
Outside Wastewater Service Extension by the City of La Mesa (SA/OAS18-07)

SUMMARY
The San Diego County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) will consider a request
to authorize the City of La Mesa to enter into a contract with a landowner to provide
outside wastewater service to 0.73 acres of unincorporated territory in Valle De Oro. The
affected territory is developed with a single-family residence utilizing an underground
septic disposal system. The purpose of the request is to facilitate the development of an
accessory structure that would otherwise be prohibited given impacts to the septic system.
A concurrent amendment to add the affected territory to the City of La Mesa’s sphere of
influence is required to facilitate the outside service extension in lieu of making a public
health or safety finding. Staff recommends approval of the request with a concurrent
sphere of influence amendment. Standard terms are also recommended.
BACKGROUND
Applicant Request
San Diego LAFCO has received a request from an interested landowner (Wyman) seeking
Commission authorization to enter into an agreement with the City of La Mesa to establish
outside wastewater service to unincorporated property in Valle De Oro. The affected
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territory consists of one legal parcel totaling 0.73 acres at 9319 Carmichael Drive south of
Lemon Avenue, west of Avocado Avenue, north of Edgewood Drive, and east of State
Highway 125. An existing and occupied 2,000 square-foot single-family residence comprises
the affected territory and presently dependent on an onsite septic system. The County of
San Diego Assessor’s Office identifies the subject parcel as 495-320-45.

Affected Territory
- One unincorporated parcel
located in Valle de Oro
(0.73 acres in size)
- Developed with a singlefamily residence located at
9313 Carmichael Drive
- Immediately adjacent to the
City of La Mesa’s sphere
- Currently on septic

Subject Agencies
The request before San Diego LAFCO involves one subject agency: City of La Mesa.


1

The City of La Mesa was incorporated in 1912 and presently includes an estimated
population of 58,769 over an approximate 9.0 square mile jurisdictional boundary in
eastern San Diego County. La Mesa is a full-service municipality and provides a range
of public services with the notable exception of water.1 La Mesa’s jurisdictional
boundary is bordered by the City of San Diego to the north and west, City of El Cajon to
the northeast, unincorporated communities of Valle de Oro and Spring Valley to the
east, and the City of Lemon Grove to the south. Key infrastructure germane to the
request before the Commission includes 155 miles of wastewater lines that collect and
convey wastewater for treatment and discharge by City of San Diego’s Point Loma
Wastewater Treatment Plant through the METRO Wastewater Authority; a joint-

Water Service in the City of La Mesa is provided by the Helix Water District.
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powers co-membered by the La Mesa and 12 other jurisdictions. LAFCO most recently
updated La Mesa’s sphere of influence in 2008 to continue to exclude any nonjurisdictional acres. The City of La Mesa’s net position as of the last audited statements
in 2017-2018 totaled $169.2 million with an accrual unrestricted balance of ($23.1
million). The unassigned general fund balance totaled $31.5 million and sufficient to
cover approximately eight months of normal operating costs based on recent actuals.
Affected Local Agencies
The affected territory lies within the jurisdictional boundaries of the following local
agencies directly subject to San Diego LAFCO.







County Service Area No. 135 (Regional Communications)
Grossmont Healthcare District
Helix Water District
San Diego County Water Authority
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
San Miguel Consolidated Fire Protection District

DISCUSSION
This item is for San Diego LAFCO to consider approving an interested landowner’s request
for the City of La Mesa to provide outside wastewater services by contract to the affected
territory. The Commission may also consider applying discretionary conditions so long as it
does not directly regulate land use, property development, or subdivision requirements.
Additional discussion with respect to the request purpose and Commission focus follows.
Request Purpose
The purpose of the request is to extend City of La Mesa wastewater service by contractual
agreement to an existing single-family residence located outside of the City’s incorporated
boundary. The unincorporated residence utilizes an underground septic disposal system
that is considered undersized and substandard for the property but is currently functional
for present demands. The landowner wishes to construct an accessory structure on the
property and the County Department of Environmental Health (DEH) has determined that
the proposed construction would negatively impact the existing septic system. Due to
existing slope conditions and limited available space for expansion or repair, DEH has
advised the landowner to consider connection to public wastewater as an alternative to
repairing and/or replacing the undersized septic system. The unincorporated property is
not located within a public wastewater service provider, and as such the landowner has
requested approval for a contractual wastewater service agreement with the adjacent City
of La Mesa. La Mesa has conditionally agreed to extend wastewater service to the
property and has provided a draft wastewater service agreement that would waive the
landowner’s right to oppose a future annexation of the property if initiated.
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Development Potential
The 0.73 acre affected territory is planned for semi-rural single-family residential use under
the County of San Diego General Plan and its baseline standard of two dwelling units per
acre. These uses are memorialized under the local Valle De Oro Community Plan, which
zones the affected territory as rural-residential and requires a minimum lot size of 0.50
acres. This zoning assignment restricts the affected territory from additional residential
density. Following development of the proposed accessory structure underlying the
request before the Commission no additional intensity would be allowed.
Commission Focus
Staff has identified three central and sequential policy items for San Diego LAFCO in
considering the merits of the requested approval for the City of La Mesa to contractually
extend outside wastewater services to the affected territory. These central policy items
are the stand-alone merits of (a) accommodating the extension – now or in the future –
through a sphere of influence amendment or public threat finding, (b) timing of the
requested extension itself, and (c) whether discretionary terms are appropriate. The
Commission must also consider other relevant statutes of LAFCO law as detailed.
ANALYSIS
The analysis of the request is organized into two subsections. The first subsection considers
the three central policy issues introduced in the preceding section. This pertains to
accommodating the extension under LAFCO law, evaluating the timing of the extension,
and appropriateness of applying potential terms. The second subsection considers policy
issues required by other applicable State statutes.
Central Policy Items
Item No. 1 |
Accommodation Under Government Code Section 56133
(Sphere of Influence Amendment v. Public Threat Finding)
Government Code Section 56133 is the statute outlining LAFCOs’ regulatory role in
overseeing requests to allow cities and special districts to enter into contracts to provide
municipal services outside their jurisdictional boundaries. The statute is prefaced on the
legislative assumption that outside service contracts generally serve as interim solutions in
establishing needed and/or otherwise merited municipal services in anticipation of later
annexations. To this end, the statute limits LAFCOs’ approval of outside service extensions
for lands located within the affected agencies’ spheres of influence with the exception of
addressing documented threats to public health or safety. The statute specifies the
following two requirements must be satisfied for LAFCOs to make public health or safety
findings and authorize outside service extensions beyond the agencies’ sphere of influence.
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The entity applying for approval has provided LAFCO with documentation of a
threat to the health and safety of the public or the affected residents.



LAFCO has notified any alternate service provider, including any water corporation
as defined in Section 241 of the Public Utilities Code, which has filed a map and a
statement of its service capabilities with the commission.

San Diego LAFCO policies and procedures for implementing Section 56133 generally rely on
the evaluation and determinations of the County DEH when documenting present or
impending health and safety threats.2
The affected territory is not located within the City of La Mesa’s sphere of influence but is
contiguous with the City on three sides (86%). The landowner has provided documentation
from County DEH as to the substandard status of the existing septic system and lack of
available space within the affected territory for expansion to appropriate standards;
however, the septic system is presently functional for current residential demands.
Accordingly, and based on practice to defer exclusively to DEH, a concurrent sphere of
influence amendment is the best means under LAFCO law to facilitate the outside
wastewater service extension should the Commission deem the latter appropriate.

Conclusion | Accommodation Under Government Code Section 56133
Amending the City of La Mesa’s sphere of influence to include the affected territory is
appropriate for the limited purpose of facilitating an outside wastewater service
agreement. Justification follows the preceding analysis and reflects a policy
assumption going forward the affected territory will likely merit annexation to the
City of La Mesa at some future point in step with additional community planning and
further addressed in the succeeding section.

Item No. 2 |
Timing of the Wastewater Extension
The landowner is requesting approval from San Diego LAFCO to enter into an agreement
with the City of La Mesa to establish outside wastewater services to the affected territory
in conjunction with accommodating the construction of an accessory structure. Underlying
the Commission’s consideration of the request is the timing and whether the membership
believes the extension of wastewater service is needed and – if yes – whether it is readily
available. Should the preceding determinations be in the affirmative the Commission is
tasked with proceeding to consider most appropriate delivery means: annexation or
outside service extension. Staff’s analysis of these two related factors follows.
2

County Department of Environmental Health (DEH) is the local permitting and regulatory agency for on-site underground wastewater
disposal systems and provides evaluations for the status of existing and proposed septic systems and a subject property’s capability
to repair, rehabilitate, or expand an existing septic system.
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3

Need and Availability of Service
-

The affected territory consists of an existing single-family residence within the
developing unincorporated community of Valle De Oro. Existing County policies
contemplate additional intensification of the affected territory to include an
accessory structure, but currently impeded by a substandard septic system due
to slope conditions and limited available space for expansion or repair.

-

The extension of wastewater service to the affected territory is readily
accessible via private easement through an adjacent developed property and
involves an approximate 156 foot lateral.3 No extension of public infrastructure
is required to serve the affected territory.

-

It is projected the maximum average day wastewater demand generated within
the affected territory is 256 gallons. This amount represents less than 0.001% of
the existing available capacity of the City of La Mesa, and as such can be readily
accommodated without additional resources or infrastructure planning.

-

The alternative to extending public wastewater service to the affected territory
would be to maintain a private on-site septic system that has been identified as
functional but substandard by County DEH. This alternative – among other items
– would counter the Commission’s interest and practice in discouraging private
septic systems in developing urban areas when alternatives are available.

Annexation v. Outside Service Agreement
-

Annexations are the preferred method under LAFCO law to use boundary
changes to memorialize the relationship between land and service providers
unless local conditions suggest otherwise.

-

Local conditions sufficiently justify an outside service extension as the most
responsive means to provide wastewater services to the affected territory given
annexation would not be orderly or efficient at this time. Most notably, access
to the affected territory is currently limited to Carmichael Drive, an
unincorporated roadway. Annexation of the affected territory would similarly
necessitate inclusion of Carmichael Drive and thereby create an island of the
adjacent unincorporated properties.

The adjacent developed property is already entirely within La Mesa’s incorporated jurisdiction.
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Conclusion | Timing of the Wastewater Extension
The timing of the wastewater extension is warranted and is best accommodated by an
outside service agreement. Justification is marked by the preceding analysis and
highlighted by appropriately responding to the need for wastewater service in a
developing urban area consistent with available public infrastructure while avoiding a
premature jurisdictional change.

Item No. 3 |
Potential Approval Terms
The application of standard approval terms appears sufficient. This includes the applicant
paying any outstanding fees necessary to complete the approval per the San Diego LAFCO
fee schedule. It is also noted consideration has been given consistent with practice to
require the landowner to file an annexation proposal with LAFCO for future processing in
conjunction with meeting the intent of the accommodating sphere amendment. Staff
believes it is appropriate to proceed without this term given local conditions and
recognition the associated actions needed to facilitate an orderly annexation requires
considerable planning resources and unlikely to materialize within the immediate future.

Conclusion | Approval Terms
Standard terms are appropriate.

Other Statutory Considerations
Environmental Review
San Diego LAFCO serves as lead agency for assessing potential impacts of the request
under CEQA. The requested contractual service agreement involves an extension of
wastewater service to land already developed to its maximum density under existing land
use policies and currently utilizing a substandard septic system. Staff believes the
accommodating sphere amendment and contractual service agreement actions qualify as a
project, but exempt from further review under State CEQA Guidelines Section 15061(b)(3).
This exemption appropriately applies given it can be seen with certainty there is no possibility
for the project to significantly effect the environment relative to baseline conditions.
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RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval to authorize the City of La Mesa to enter into an outside
service agreement with the landowner to provide wastewater to the affected territory
along with a concurrent sphere of influence amendment. These actions are outlined as
Alternative One in the proceeding section and provides for a reasonable and timely
extension of the City of La Mesa’s wastewater services in support of current and planned
uses within the affected territory. The City of La Mesa and the Valle De Oro Community
Planning Group have provided their written support for the approval as recommended.
ALTERNATIVES FOR ACTION
The following alternative actions are available to San Diego LAFCO and can be
accomplished through a single-approved motion.
Alternative One (recommended):
a) Accept and incorporate the analysis of the Executive Officer’s written report.
b) As lead agency, find the project exempt from additional review under State CEQA
Guidelines Section 15061(b)(3) because it can be seen with certainty that there is no
possibility the associated actions will adversely effect the environment.
c) Approve an amendment to the City of La Mesa’s sphere of influence to include the
affected territory and direct the Executive Officer to execute a conforming resolution
with determinative statements provided in Appendix A.
Approval is subject to
reconsideration under Government Code Section 56895. Approval is termed on the
successful execution of the proposed contractual wastewater service agreement.
d) Approve the proposed contractual wastewater service agreement between the City
of La Mesa and the landowner for the affected territory included in Attachment
Two. Approval is termed on completion of the reconsideration period for the
accommodating sphere of influence amendment and payment of any outstanding
fees per the LAFCO fee schedule.
Alternative Two:
Continue consideration of the item to the next regular meeting set for May 6, 2019 or a
special meeting at a designated time and place. This option includes providing direction
to staff for any additional information, as needed.
Alternative Three:
Disapprove the request.
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PROCEDURES FOR CONSIDERATION
This item has been placed on the agenda as part of a noticed public hearing. The following
procedures, accordingly, are recommended in the consideration of this item:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Receive verbal report from staff unless waived;
Invite comments from the applicant, Nathanial and Jasmine Wyman;
Open the hearing and invite audience comments; and
Close the hearing, discuss item, and consider action on recommendation.

On behalf of staff,

Robert Barry, AICP
Chief Policy Analyst

Appendices:
A) Sphere of Influence Determinations
Attachments:
1) Vicinity Map
2) Application Materials
3) Supplemental Analysis | 56668 Factors
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APPENDIX A
Government Code Section 56425
Sphere of Influence Determinations

1)
The present and planned land uses, including agricultural and open-space lands.
____________________________________________________________________________
The affected territory consists of one unincorporated parcel totaling approximately 0.73
acres developed with one single-family residence with a situs of 9319 Carmichael Drive. The
affected territory is part of the Valle De Oro community and located south of Lemon
Avenue, west of Avocado Avenue, north of Edgewood Drive, and east of SR-125, with a situs
of 9319 Carmichael Drive. The existing single family residence was built in 1961 and is 2,082
square feet in size with four bedrooms and two bathrooms. The affected territory is planned
for semi-rural single-family residential use by the County of San Diego General Plan (2 du/ac).
This use is memorialized under the local Valle de Oro Community Plan and County zoning,
which designates the affected territory as rural-residential (RR) and requires a minimum lot
size of 0.50 acres. The zoning assignment restricts the affected territory from additional
residential density. Following development of a proposed accessory structure no additional
intensity would be allowed. There are no agricultural or open space lands within the affected
territory. The County Assessor identifies the subject parcel as 495-320-45
(2)
The present and probable need for public facilities and services in the area.
____________________________________________________________________________
Existing and planned residential uses within the affected territory as described above merits
domestic wastewater service. The SANDAG Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast (2013) for
the City of La Mesa projects the local residential population to grow from 61,102 to 77,881
(approximately 27%) between 2020-2050.
(3)

The present capacity of public facilities and adequacy of public services the agency
provides or is authorized to provide.
____________________________________________________________________________
La Mesa presently provides community planning, fire protection/EMS, police, solid waste,
and wastewater services within its incorporated jurisdiction. La Mesa’s capacity of facilities
and provision of authorized services were last reviewed by LAFCO in 2008 and determined
to be adequate for present and planned needs. Information collected and analyzed in
reviewing the underlying request affirms La Mesa has sufficient capacities available to
extend wastewater service to the affected territory without impacting existing constituents.
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(4)

The existence of any social or economic communities of interest in the area if the
Commission determines that they are relevant to the agency.
____________________________________________________________________________
The affected territory has existing communities of interest with the City of La Mesa through
common economic and social ties. Expanding the La Mesa sphere to include the affected
territory is consistent with relevant economic and social communities of interest in the area.
(5)

The present and probable need for those public facilities and services of any
disadvantaged unincorporated communities within the existing sphere of influence.
____________________________________________________________________________
As of 2016, no qualifying disadvantaged unincorporated communities have been identified
within the affected territory or within the existing City of La Mesa sphere of influence.
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANALYSIS
REVIEW FACTORS UNDER GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 56668
a) Population and population density; land area and land use; per capita assessed
valuation; topography, natural boundaries, and drainage basins; proximity to other
populated areas; the likelihood of significant growth in the area, and in adjacent
incorporated and unincorporated areas, during the next 10 years.
The affected territory includes one unincorporated parcel totaling 0.73 acres. 1 The subject
parcel is developed with an approximate 2,082 square foot detached single-family residence
with four bedrooms and two bathrooms constructed in 1961. The landowner intends to
construct an accessory structure on the parcel that would negatively impact the existing
underground septic disposal system serving the residence. The City of La Mesa has an
existing wastewater main located approximately 156-feet from the affected territory within
Golondrina Drive. The landowner is requesting LAFCO approval for a contractual wastewater
service agreement with La Mesa to serve the residence following abandonment of the
septic system. The application materials identify the residence is currently occupied with
two inhabitants. The current assessed value of the subject parcel – including land and
improvements – is $619,483. The affected territory contains slopes >25% and is located within
the unincorporated Valle De Oro Community Planning Area (CPA). The Valle De Oro CPA
consists of approximately 13,129 acres and is bordered by the Cities of Lemon Grove and La
Mesa on the west, and El Cajon on the north. The SANDAG Series 13 Regional Growth
Forecast (2013) for the Valle De Oro CPA projects the local residential population to grow
from 41,478 to 43,863 (approximately 6%) between 2020-2050. Significant local growth is not
anticipated over the next 10 years.
b) The need for organized community services; the present cost and adequacy of
governmental services and controls in the area; probable future needs for those
services and controls; probable effect of the proposed incorporation, formation,
annexation, or exclusion and of alternative courses of action on the cost and adequacy
of services and controls in the area and adjacent areas.
The County of San Diego and local special districts serve as the primary purveyors of general
governmental services to the affected territory. The County provides community planning,
roads, and police services, with fire protection and water services provided by San Miguel
Consolidated Fire Protection District (FPD) and Helix Water District (WD), respectively. Other
pertinent service providers include Grossmont Healthcare District (healthcare) and County
Service Area No. 135 (regional communications). This proposal affects only wastewater and
is the focus of the succeeding analysis.

1

The subject parcel is located at 9319 Carmichael Drive. The County Assessor’s Office identifies the subject parcel as 495-320-45.



Extending Public Wastewater to Affected Territory
The affected territory and its existing residence are currently dependent on an onsite underground septic disposal system. The septic system was established in 1961
with the construction of the residence, and as such nearing the end of its useful
lifespan. In addition, the County Department of Environmental Health (DEH) has
documented that the septic system is undersized and considered substandard for
present demands but is functional. Connection to the La Mesa wastewater system is
available through an approximate 156-foot lateral to an existing City wastewater
main located within the adjacent public right-of-way of Golondrina Drive. The City of
La Mesa estimates wastewater flow for a single-family residence as 256 gallons per
day. This projected demand represents less than 0.001% of the current 1.69 million
gallons of available and remaining daily contracted capacity allocated to La Mesa.

c) The effect of the proposed action and of alternative actions, on adjacent areas, on
mutual social and economic interests, and on local governmental structure.
Approving the proposed contractual wastewater service agreement and concurrent sphere
amendment with the City of La Mesa would recognize and strengthen existing economic
and social ties between the adjacent City and the affected territory. The affected territory is
contiguous with the City but takes its access from unincorporated County roadways.
Annexation of the affected territory is considered premature because of the lack of
connectivity with the La Mesa roadway system and potential for creation of an
unincorporated island of the surrounding properties. The proposed contractual wastewater
service extension would retain the unincorporated property under the County’s land use
authority. Inclusion of the affected territory within the La Mesa sphere of influence will
facilitate the contractual wastewater service agreement in anticipation of a later change of
organization.
d) The conformity of the proposal and its anticipated effects with both the adopted
commission policies on providing planned, orderly, efficient patterns of urban
development, and the policies/priorities set forth in G.C. Section 56377.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

The affected territory is presently developed with one single-family residence in accordance
with the County’s semi-rural residential use and zoning designations. Approval of the
proposed contractual wastewater service agreement and concurrent sphere amendment
with the City of La Mesa would facilitate the extension of public wastewater services to the
existing single-family residence and a planned accessory structure to be constructed on the
affected territory. No additional residential density would be permitted under the current
use and zoning designations. Similarly, approval would be consistent with the Commission’s
adopted policies to synch urban type uses – which include low density residential uses – with
urban type services, such as public wastewater. None of the lands qualify as “open-space”
under LAFCO law and therefore does not conflict with the provisions outlined under G.C.
Section 56377.

e) The effect of the proposal on maintaining the physical and economic integrity of
agricultural lands, as defined by G.C. Section 56016.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

The affected territory does not qualify as “prime agricultural land” under LAFCO law.
Specifically, the lands are not used for any of the following purposes: producing an
agricultural commodity for commercial purposes; left fallow under a crop rotational
program; or enrolled in an agricultural subsidy program.
f) The definiteness and certainty of the boundaries, the nonconformance of proposed
boundaries with lines of assessment or ownership, the creation of islands or corridors
of unincorporated territory, and similar matters affecting the proposed boundaries.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

The affected territory contains one unincorporated parcel with definite and certain
boundaries in conformance with lines of assessment and ownership. Approval of the
proposed contractual wastewater service agreement and concurrent sphere amendment
with the City of La Mesa would not create islands or corridors of unincorporated territory.
g) A regional transportation plan adopted pursuant to Section 65080.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Approval of the proposed contractual wastewater service agreement and concurrent sphere
amendment with La Mesa would not affect San Diego Forward, the regional transportation
plan established by the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG).
h) The proposal’s consistency with city or county general and specific plans.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

The County of San Diego General Plan designates the affected territory for semi-rural singlefamily residential use (2 dwelling units per acre). Present County zoning for the approximate
0.73 acre parcel is rural residential, which prescribes a minimum lot size of 0.50 acres. These
existing and planned uses are consistent with the proposal’s purpose to extend public
wastewater service to the existing single-family residence by contractual agreement.
i) The sphere of influence of any local agency affected by the proposal.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

The affected territory is contiguous with the City of La Mesa and its coterminous sphere of
influence but is not located within the La Mesa sphere. The existing single-family residence is
served by a septic system that is considered substandard in size but presently functional for
current demands. The proposed contractual wastewater service agreement with La Mesa is
not requested in response to an existing or impending threat to the health and safety of the
residents or public. Accordingly, Government Code Section 56133 requires the affected
territory be located within the La Mesa sphere in anticipation of a later change of
organization for LAFCO approval of the proposed contractual wastewater service
agreement.

j) The comments of any affected local agency or other public agency.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Staff provided notice of the proposal to all subject and affected agencies as required under
LAFCO law. No written comments were received ahead of preparing this agenda report.
k) The ability of the newly formed or receiving entity to provide the services which are
the subject of the application to the area, including the sufficiency of revenues for
those services following the proposed boundary change.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

The landowner of 9319 Carmichael Drive will pay all required fees and service charges
commensurate with La Mesa’s adopted fee ordinance in establishing wastewater services.
At present, the residential wastewater service charge for a single-family residence is $204.96
per year or $34.16 billed every other month. The wastewater rates are for the average
single-family customer using 15 units of water, with one unit of water equal to 748 gallons.
Serving one additional home as a result of approval of the proposed annexation will not
adversely impact existing ratepayers. La Mesa’s undesignated fund balance as of July 30,
2018 totaled $31.5 million and is sufficient to cover approximately 10 months of normal
operating costs based on the current budget.
l) Timely availability of water supplies adequate for projected needs as specified in G.C.
Section 65352.5.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

The affected territory’s existing residential uses are presently within and connected to Helix
Water District’s domestic water system. Approval of the change of organization would not
affect the timely availability of water supplies to the affected territory.
m) The extent to which the proposal will affect a city or cities and the county in achieving
their respective fair shares of the regional housing needs as determined by the
appropriate council of governments consistent with Article 10.6 (commencing with
Section 65580) of Chapter 3 of Division 1 of Title 7.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

The proposed contractual wastewater service agreement and concurrent sphere
amendment with La Mesa would not affect any local agencies in accommodating their
regional housing needs. All potential units tied to the lands are already assigned to the
County of San Diego by the region’s council of governments, San Diego Association of
Governments.
n) Any information or comments from the landowner or owners, voters, or residents of
the affected territory.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

The affected territory is uninhabited as defined in LAFCO law (containing 11 registered voters
or less). The subject landowner supports the proposed contractual wastewater service
agreement with La Mesa and has provided their written consent to the proceedings.

o) Any information relating to existing land use designations.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

The County of San Diego General Plan designates the affected territory for semi-rural singlefamily residential use (2 dwelling units per acre). Present County zoning for the approximate
0.73 acre parcel is rural residential, which prescribes a minimum lot size of 0.50 acres. The
present use and zoning designations combined with the size of the parcel and slope
conditions restricts the affected territory from additional residential development beyond
the existing single-family residence and a proposed accessory structure.
p) The extent to which the proposal will promote environmental justice. As used in this
subdivision, "environmental justice" means the fair treatment of people of all races,
cultures, and incomes with respect to the location of public facilities and the provision
of public services.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

There is no documentation or evidence suggesting the proposal will have a measurable
effect – positive or negative – with respect to promoting environmental justice.
q) Information contained in a local hazard mitigation plan, information contained in a
safety element of a general plan, and any maps that identify land as a very high fire
hazard zone pursuant to Section 51178 or maps that identify land determined to be in a
state responsibility area pursuant to Section 4102 of the Public Resources Code, if it is
determined such information is relevant to the area that is the subject of the proposal.
The County of San Diego has adopted a multi-jurisdictional hazard mitigation plan for
potential fire, flooding and earthquakes. The affected territory lies outside any threat
designations.
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